
This is a must-have.  I will be teaching you about working within your Target 

Heart Rate Zone - {Fat Burning Zone.} The Samsung Gear Fit 2 is my #1 pick.

A Set of Dumbbells

Renovate your fitness space and gym bag for success. 

Even though I love how exercise makes me feel, I've created a zone in my home and gym so 

it's always easy to say yes to workouts.  Everything is ready for me at any time, so all I need to 

bring is my best effort.  Here are my transformation tools that have given me my best results 

- they can do the same for you. 

*These items are 'clickable' links to my best suggestions.   

Use this as your checklist to build your own home gym: 

HOME GYM MAKEOVER
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A Heart Rate Monitor

Ranging from 5 to 32 pounds.  If you're a beginner, you can begin with 2 to 3 

pounds for arm exercises.

Medicine Balls

These are perfect for abdominal moves.  I use them in various sizes.

Resistance Bands

These are not only an effective tool but they are also a space saver dream 

as well as smart for travel.  I am a huge advocate of the BodyLastics Brand 

because of the option to increase resistance as you progress.

A Mat

This inspires you to do yoga moves, stretching and floor work.
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HOME GYM MAKEOVER

For incline, bench press and countless exercises.

A Bench or Stability Ball

Water Bottles

These are in my gym bag, tote and workout area.  You will be working toward 

a gallon a day for optimal fat loss.

EZ Fit Waist Trimmer

This will sweat away toxins and maximize calorie burn.

Loop Bands

Perfect for toning and increasing strength and balance.  The Bodylastics loop 

resistance bands are just the right width to be easy to slip on.

Flat Bands

These can be used during a variety of workouts to add intensity and build 

strength. The Bodylastics flat resistance bands provide one of the 

smoothest and most satisfying resistance band stretch profiles.

Foam Roller

Use it for a variety of exercise routines, from balance and core abdominal 

work to back stabilization, flexibility, and strength training.

Ropeless Jump Rope

Great for Cardio.  Worry free about hitting your legs or tripping over the 

ropes. Keep you away from pain and disruption while working out. Perfect 

jump rope for exercising in tight spaces or outside.

Mini Trampoline

Effective low-impact cardio.  
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HOME GYM MAKEOVER

Nothing can get your game on faster than energetic, heart-pumping songs.

Music

Dream Board

This is a collage that represents your personal goals.  One hangs my space to 

remind me of my goals.

Motivational Mantras

Keep a few posted full view so you can be inspired by them at a glance. 

"when what you want is more important 
than what you are willing to give up, 

you will succeed"
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